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ABOUT THE LESSON 

This English lesson, with the story Did you mean?  at its heart, is broken down into 
2 (learning) episodes.  

THE STORY 
read the story, watch the video, and find out the story 
behind the story here 

MINIMAL LEVEL B2 
STUDENTS AGE teens, adults 
Episode 1 
ENVELOPES 1-7 
45 - 60 mins 

lexis 
speaking | writing | reading | listening 

Episode 2 
ENVELOPES 8-9 
45 - 60 mins 

grammar 
speaking  

AIMS 

By the end of the lesson, the students will be able to: 

SPEAKING | WRITING | LEXIS:  
exchange opinions and describe people, using the target 
lexis (voracious, dauntless, in disguise, an ambush predator) 

READING | SPEAKING | LISTENING: 
predict, infer motives/attitudes from the context and 
speculate about the narrative 

SPEAKING | GRAMMAR:  
express wishes about the future – with hope and regret, 
using the target grammar (WISH + would / WISH + wouldn’t / 
HOPE + present simple) 

TOPICS 
relationships, family and friends, personality, conflicts, 
dilemmas, future, optimism 

PREPARATION 
Print the attached handout and pack it into 9 envelopes, as 
indicated. You need 1 set of envelopes per pair. 

https://storybarrio.com/2017/06/01/story-did-you-mean/
https://storybarrio.com/2017/06/01/story-did-you-mean/
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LESSON MAP 

EPISODES STEPS FOCUS LESSON STAGES 

Episode 2 
(45’-60’)  9 | ROLE-PLAYS grammar | speaking fluency practice 

 8 | GRAMMAR grammar | speaking 
accuracy practice 

grammar input 
story extension 

Episode 1 
(45’-60’) 

 7 | VIDEO 
listening 

speaking | writing 

fluency practice 
story immersion 

 6 | STORY IV 

reading | speaking 

 5 | STORY III 

 4 | STORY II 

 3 | STORY I 

 2 | PUZZLE lexis | speaking | writing 
accuracy practice 
vocabulary input 

story lead-in 

 1 | CHIT-CHAT lexis | speaking 
accuracy practice 
vocabulary input 

warmer 
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 1 | CHIT-CHAT   TARGET LEXIS: dauntless / voracious / in disguise 

I. Read the definitions.

I. Read the definitions. Practise the pronunciation.

voracious [vəˈreɪʃəs] https://youglish.com/search/voracious/ 

a voracious appetite (for sth) = a strong need/desire that cannot be (easily) 
satisfied 

• a voracious reader (of sci-fi novels)
• a voracious learner
• a voracious appetite (for learning/reading/books/power/sweets/all things/online

information)

dauntless [dɔːntləs] https://youglish.com/search/dauntless/ 

dauntless efforts = showing determination and no fear 

• (with/be known for/show) dauntless optimism/courage/efforts/energy/high spirits
• a dauntless rebel/adventurer

in disguise [ɪn dɪsˈɡaɪz] https://youglish.com/search/indisguise/ 

in disguise = looking different (and usually better) to hide your real appearance, as 
if wearing a costume 

• criminals in disguise/colonialism in disguise
• go out in disguise
• a blessing in disguise = something that seems bad / unlucky at first, but results in 

something good later: Her divorce was, in fact, a blessing in disguise. 

https://youglish.com/search/voracious/
https://youglish.com/search/dauntless/
https://youglish.com/search/indisguise/
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 1 | CHIT-CHAT 

II. Practise the pronunciation.  Answer the questions.  OPEN CLASS

II. Answer the questions:

If someone has a voracious appetite: 
• is it a strong or weak desire?  Strong. 
• is the need easy to satisfy?       No. 

If someone is a dauntless adventurer: 
• are they determined to succeed?       Yes. 
• are they fearful?      No. 

If you see someone in disguise: 
• can you see their true appearance?       No (or partly). 
• are they trying to look different and better?       Yes. 

If a situation is a blessing in disguise: 
• is it clearly the best thing that can happen, at first glance?    No.
• does it seem bad at first but then turns out OK?  Yes. 

III. Ask and answer the questions. PAIRS

III. Complete the gaps. Ask and answer the questions:

1. Do you know someone who is/was a voracious reader or learner?
2. Do you know someone who has had a voracious appetite for gossip, film or

adventure?
3. When did you last think/say: It was a blessing in disguise!?
4. Do you approach all challenges with dauntless optimism?
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 2 | PUZZLE TARGET LEXIS: an ambush predator 

I. Look at the pictures. Brainstorm ideas. GROUPS 
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 2 | PUZZLE 

II. Read the explanation. Compare it with your ideas. PAIRS

II.Read the explanation and compare your guesses.

Predators are animals which attack other animals. Ambush predators are often 
called sit-and-wait predators. They are meat-eaters that wait and then trap prey 
(their victims) by strategy - typically it is not conscious but instinctive.  
They do not use their speed or strength to chase, trap and kill their prey. Usually, 
they can’t run fast enough, and they are not strong enough so ambush is their only 
effective strategy. Also, when hiding they do not take the risk of being attacked 
themselves by a larger predator. 
Ambush predators do not move while scanning the environment from a hidden 
position. They wait for the prey to come closer and then attack by surprise. They 
are often camouflaged and solitary.   
Trapdoor spiders, crocodiles and even cats stalking mice are all ambush predators. 
They all use cover so they can surprise unsuspecting prey. 

Sources: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ambush_predator 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/nature/adaptations/Ambush_predator 

III. Discuss. PAIRS

III. Discuss, using the target lexis (voracious, dauntless, in disguise):

• What people can be described as "ambush predators"?
• Can you think of specific examples: real people or fictional characters? 

IV. Write.

IV. Write a mini profile of a person in 200 words, using the target lexis (voracious,
dauntless, in disguise):

Describe a real or fictional character of your choice that could be called an 
ambush predator. Imagine it is your diary entry so be as honest and ruthless (if 
it's well-deserved) as possible - nobody's going to read it. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ambush_predator
http://www.bbc.co.uk/nature/adaptations/Ambush_predator
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 3 | STORY I 

Read the story bit by bit, fragment by fragment, envelope by envelope. 

Discuss the questions. Repeat the steps for each story envelope. PAIRS. 

Read: 
Let me share with you a story – a heart-warming one. 

Switch off your devices, sit back and close your eyes to get in the right mood – the 
story mood. 

You are in the basement – quite a spacious room, neat and clean, and well-lit. But 
there are no windows, so it feels a bit claustrophobic. You can hear jazz music 
playing softly in the background. 

The main protagonist is in the room, having a lie-in, chilling out, snuggling up, 
wrapped up in green and beige satin sheets. It is a dreamy and cosy time for him. 
And it is one of those days – it feels lonely and he is thinking about the meaning of 
life, his life – he is contemplating the purpose of his own existence: 

How can I be what I am meant to be? 
How can I become my dream? 
How can I follow my destiny? 
 

 

Discuss: 
 
• What is his life like? 
• What are his dreams? 
• Do you believe in destiny? 
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 4 | STORY II 

 

 

Read: 
The curtain drops. The curtain goes up again. (We are in for a twist!) 

After that fleeting moment of painful self-doubt, our hero experiences an 
unexpected burst of uncontrolled optimism: 

I believe in myself 

I’m not afraid 

I’m not a wimp 

And one day I know I’ll become … 

 

 

Discuss: 
 
• How do you think the last line ends?  
• You can tell that our protagonist is ambitious and focused on his goals. But 

is he likely to succeed? Why (not)? 
• Do you think you may be judging by appearances or jumping to conclusions? 
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 5 | STORY III 

Read: 
There is one more thing you need to know about our hero: Our protagonist claims 
that he has found love: his soul mate, his dream come true – cute, attractive and 
irresistible. He is getting quite obsessive about the person. 

But his friends react with silence or disapproval. They don’t seem to share his 
enthusiasm. Everybody says it is infatuation – just a phase. They say he is blind. 
Some say he seems intoxicated. Others warn him that the object of his desire is an 
ambush predator in disguise – with a voracious appetite. They say it is just a matter 
of time before our hero gets gobbled up alive. 

But does he really care what his peers think? Our hero won’t listen. He knows 
better. His love is a promise of a different lifestyle, a different reality. His love is his 
escape into a better world. So much better than his own. So much better than what 
his friends want for him. With dauntless optimism, he looks at the beautiful rosy-
cheeked face of his love, begging: 

I want to be like you 
Show me that you love me 

Discuss: 
• Who is right – the hero or his friends?
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 6 | STORY IV 

Read: 
As I mentioned earlier, this is a heart-warming story. 

But I didn’t reveal everything – the story has an unhappy ending. 

Discuss: 
• Can you guess how the story ends?
• And why do things go wrong?

Try and fill in all the gaps yourself. 

• What’s the profile of the protagonist?
• Who’s the object of his desire?
• What events lead to the unhappy ending?
• Why would anyone call this story “heart-warming”?
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 7 | VIDEO 

I. Watch the video. Compare your guesses with the story. OPEN CLASS
II. Answer the questions. OPEN CLASS

Watch the video. Compare the story with your guesses. 
http://www.mailshrimpfilm.com/ 

• Who is the ambush predator in the video?

• Who is the ambush predator in your version of the story?

• What similarities and differences can you spot between the two?

OPTIONAL HOMEWORK TASK 

I. Read about the Did You Mean? advertising campaign behind the video:
https://mailchimp.com/did-you-mean/

II. Answer the question in 250 words:

What kind of customers/people is the campaign aimed at?

http://www.mailshrimpfilm.com/
https://mailchimp.com/did-you-mean/
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 8 | GRAMMAR  GRAMMAR IN FOCUS: expressing wishes for the future: 

WISH + would | WISH + wouldn’t | HOPE + present simple 

I. Summarize what happened in the video in no more than 80 words. PAIRS
II. Read the examples. Match the examples to the rules. PAIRS

II. Match the examples (blue and red) to the rules (A-E).  One of the rules related to
use (C-E) applies to both examples.

I wish you would spend your life with me.  
= Why won’t you spend your life with me? 
FORM: A 
USE:  C+E 

I wish you wouldn’t spend so much time in the kitchen. 
= Please don’t spend so much time there. 
FORM: B 
USE:  C+D 

FORM 

A. WISH  +  WOULD + INFINITIVE (action verb) 

B. WISH  +  WOULDN’T + INFINITIVE (action verb) 

USE 
C. Things should be different in the future. The future situation I’m thinking about

is unlikely/unreal/impossible. I know about it and that makes me feel
angry/regretful, but I want you/someone else to change things anyway.

D. “Please don’t do it in the future. Stop. Change things. It would be nice.”
It is a critical request or an order.

E. “Please do it in the future. Change things. It would be nice.”
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 8 | GRAMMAR 

III. Answer the questions: TRUE OR FALSE? OPEN CLASS

III. Read more examples. Answer the questions in the table: TRUE OR FALSE?

I wish you would spend your life with me.  But I know it is impossible.

I hope you spend your life with me. And I think you will 

I wish you wouldn’t spend so much time in the kitchen. But you probably will. 

I hope you don’t spend so much time in the kitchen. And I think you won’t  

TRUE FALSE 

1 

We use: 
• WISH +  WOULD + INFINITIVE
• WISH +  WOULDN’T + INFINITIVE
• HOPE +  PRESENT SIMPLE

to express future wishes. 

TRUE 

2 

We use: 
• WISH +  WOULD + INFINITIVE
• WISH +  WOULDN’T + INFINITIVE

when we think the desired future situation is impossible, 
which makes us a bit angry. It’s pessimistic. We know 
things won’t change. 

TRUE 

3 

We use: 
• HOPE +  PRESENT SIMPLE

when we think the desired future situation is 
possible/likely, which makes us feel hopeful and 
optimistic about the future changes. 

TRUE 
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 8 | GRAMMAR 

IV. Re-phrase the sentences, using the target grammar structures. PAIRS

IV. Re-phrase the sentences, using the target grammar structures.

 = I believe the change may happen.
 = I’m pessimistic about the future changes.

If your students want/need a bit more fun at this stage, tweak and make the most 
of this idea: 

STICKIES 

https://miladakrajewska.com/2011/11/12/grammar-stories-stickies/ 

1.   Please stop eating seafood!
2.   You should work out daily!
3.   Cut down on sweets!
4.   Don’t waste time overthinking!
5.   I want you not to work on Saturdays.
6.   I don’t want you to gossip.
7.  I want you to take up a hobby.
8.  I want you to give up binge-watching.

https://miladakrajewska.com/2011/11/12/grammar-stories-stickies/
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 9 | ROLE-PLAYS  

I. Choose one of the role plays: reality-focused (shorter) or fictional (longer). 
II. Read the role card. Plan what to say, using the target grammar structures. 

Rehearse and then act out the role play. PAIRS 

 

REALITY-BASED ROLE-PLAY 
 
STEP 1: 
Recall a person you know who does things that drive you up the wall.  
A family member? A co-worker? A neighbour?  
Write 3-4 “suggestions" for them, using the target grammar structures. 
 
 
STEP 2: 
In pairs, act out the conversation between you and the annoying person. Have your 
partner respond to your suggestions with excuses that explain why the change is 
virtually impossible.  
 
 
STEP 3: 
Swap roles. 
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 9 | ROLE-PLAYS  

FICTIONAL ROLE PLAY 
 

ROLE CARD 1: 
 

 THE MAN [PARTNER 1] 
 
 

Scenario: 
Your relationship is on the rocks. Your partner is 
always starting fights with you so you became 
quite defensive. You are fed up. Whatever you 
do, drives her mad – she can’t put up with the 
things she used to love about you.   
If she asks for a serious conversation, you will 
certainly tell her what you think about her 
irritating habits and quirks.  If she wants you to 
change, she needs to change her ways as well.  
Wait for her to start the conversation. 
 
 
Here are some topics she may want to bring up – 
get ready to lay out the changes you want from 
her: 

MONEY/SHOPPING 
PETS 

FAMILY & FRIENDS 
BAD HABITS 
HOLIDAYS 

FITNESS/HEALTH 
 

Use the target grammar structures: 
 

WISH +  WOULD + INFINITIVE 
WISH +   WOULDN’T + INFINITIVE 
HOPE +   PRESENT SIMPLE 

 

 
ROLE CARD 2: 
 

 THE WOMAN [PARTNER 2] 
 
 

Scenario: 
Your relationship is on the rocks. Your partner is 
always getting on your nerves.  
He drives you mad – you can’t put up with his 
habits, quirks and idiosyncrasies. You used to 
see them all as cute. Now they are infuriating.  
It’s time for a serious conversation. You want to 
lay out exactly what needs to change in the 
future. You start the conversation. 
 
 
 
 
Here are some topics you want to bring up: 

TV/FOOTBALL 
HOUSEHOLD CHORES 

FAMILY & FRIENDS 
BAD HABITS 
HOLIDAYS 

HEALTH/EATING HABITS 
 

 
 

 
Use the target grammar structures: 

 
WISH +  WOULD + INFINITIVE 
WISH +   WOULDN’T + INFINITIVE 
HOPE +   PRESENT SIMPLE 

 
 

 

Photos: Ruslan Bardash (unsplash.com) and mailchimp.com. 
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